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As a boy growing up in the remote mining town of Clinchco, Virginia, Darrell â€œShiftyâ€•

Powersâ€™s goal was to become the best rifle shot he could be. His father trained him to listen to

the woods, to â€œseeâ€• without his eyes. Little did Shifty know his finely-tuned skills would one day

save his lifeâ€”and the lives of his friends.As one of the original men who trained at Camp Toccoa,

Georgia, Shifty was one out of only two soldiers in Easy Company to initially earn the coveted

expert marksman designation. He parachuted into France on D-day and fought for a month in

Normandy; eighty days in Holland; thirty-nine in the harshly cold winter of Bastogne; and for nearly

thirty more near Haguenau, France, and the Ruhr pocket in Germany.Shiftyâ€™s War is a tale of

heroism and adventure, of a soldierâ€™s blood-filled days fighting his way from the shores of

France to the heartland of Germany, and the epic story of how one manâ€™s skills as a

sharpshooter and engagingly unassuming personality propelled him to a life greater than he could

have ever imagined.
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â€œA beautifully-crafted insight into the life of a national treasure and backbone of 3rd Platoon, E

Company, whose words are honestly conveyed through this tender and moving narrative.â€•â€”Ian

Gardner, coauthor of Tonight We Die as Menâ€œBrotherton refuses to let the Band of Brothers go

gentle into that good night. His words keep these menâ€™s honorable legacy alive and

well.â€•â€”Bob Welch, author of Easy Company Soldierâ€œShifty Powersâ€™ life was momentous,



and Marcus Brotherton flawlessly captures every detail.â€•â€”Robyn Post, New York Times

bestselling coauthor of Brothers in Battle, Best of Friends

Marcus Brotherton is a journalist and professional writer, known internationally for his literary

collaborations with high-profile public figures, humanitarians, inspirational leaders, and military

personnel. He is the author of the national bestsellers A Company of Heroes, We Who Are Alive

and Remain, and the coauthor of Call of Duty with Lieutenant Lynn â€œBuckâ€• Compton.

Shifty Powers was no conceited egomaniac who wanted to shine like like no other in his

autobiography. Instead, his level-headedness and company spirit permeate the book. He writes

about Easy Company, their jumps, their battles, their sorrows and friendships. A gentle soul, who

was a gifted shot and saved many a life, his voice moves through the novel to explain the war and

Easy Company's role in it. When I finished, I cried. A great patriot and a selfless soldier and man,

this country is fortunate indeed to have had Shifty Powers on its side. A class act, a

gentleman-soldier, Shifty Powers was what we all should aspire to be. The book is extremely well

written and I highly recommend it. After you read the book, you will look at any garden differently.

I had always heard that Shifty Powers was one of the most-loved guys in Easy Company, even

though he didn't have a huge presence in the HBO miniseries. Now I understand why. Brotherton's

written another excellent book in the Band of Brothers series ... it's a great read and is filled with

many inspiring stories. Shifty was a great man of excellent character. He will obviously be missed by

many, and I'm glad his story has been told!

I just finished reading Marcus Brotherton's book "Shifty's War." The book tells the story of Sergeant

Darrell "Shifty" Powers who was the legendary sharpshooter for Easy Company, 2nd Battalion,

506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 101st Airborne Division.I sent the following note to Marcus via

his Facebook page. Thought I'd share it with you as it tells you why you need to go out buy this

book and have a "sitdown" with Shifty and let him tell you his story.To Marcus Brotherton I

wrote:Marcus, I just finished reading "Shifty's War." Marvelous job on your part.I have been home

the past few days both recovering from sinus surgery and fighting off bronchitis that decided to pay

me a visit. I happy to say the recovery is going well and I have the bronchitis on the run.On

Thursday after I decided to start reading your book. I read half of it in one setting. It flowed very

smoothly and was as if I was sitting next to Shifty hearing him tell his story. Very well done.I did not



get a chance to read many pages of the book on Friday as I had a follow up appointment with ENT

specialist and was feeling under the weather from bronchitis. I also did not get to read it this past

Saturday.I woke today and after having breakfast, I decided it was time to continue the journey

through Shifty's life as you brilliantly assembled it in his words on paper. Once again, I could not put

the book down.As I read the book, I heard myself chuckle at times. I also found myself glued to

every word. What an awesome story about a Great Man and Hero.I must admit that I got teary eyed

as I chapter of the book in which Shifty described his illness and the loss of his unborn great

grandson. As I read the last sentence on page 254, I noticed tears streaming down my cheeks. And

yes, the legacy of of Shifty Powers continues.I want to thank you for writing this WONDERFUL book

and telling Shifty's story. I encourage to write other books about the remaining members of Easy

Company. Only you can tell their stories through words in the way their stories deserve to be

told.God bless you and thank you again for such a wonderful book.[ASIN:B004XFZ8VE Shifty's

War: The Authorized Biography of Sergeant Darrell "Shifty" Powers, the Legendary Sharpshooter

from the Band of Brothers]

This is a story that has the word 'War' in its title, but it isn't a war story. It is the story about a young

man from the Blue Ridge region of southwest Virginia who wanted nothing more than to live the

simple life with family, friends and work in a place he loved but WWII came along and became the

experience that forever changed his life. Darrell 'Shifty' Powers never aspired to greatness or

wealth, but lived a life rich in many things that neither money nor greatness could buy. In the end,

he had lived the life that one can look back on without regret. This book will tug at your heart and

wet your eyes, but you won't want to stop until it is finished.

I've read most of the "first account" books written by members of Easy Company, so wasn't sure if I

trusted a book written about a member of Easy Company by an author I hadn't heard of. Marcus

Brotherton does a great job capturing the tone and wit of Shifty Powers. It helps that Shifty

contributed to the Band of Brothers through interviews, so that reading his words was accompanied

by the sound of those words. Some of the dialogue was lifted directly from the series, which was a

little disappointing, because it seemed to leave Shifty's story for a few moments. I loved the last

several chapters, because they capture a side of Powers that only his friends and family would

know. I applaud Shifty's willingness to tell his post-war story, to include his struggles adjusting to

civilian life and working through his vivid memories of war. Many of my students are also recovering

from their service in Iraq and Afghanistan, so I'll suggest this book to them, as they work through



their own tormented memories.

I have read every book about the Band of Brothers and I picked this book up the day it came out. I

was written in first person even though Shifty did not write the book. But Brotherton does a great job

making the reader feel like it is Shifty telling us his story.Definitely a great book about a great person

who did not any recognition for what he did in the war.RIP Shitfy

First of all, I did enjoy the book. Sgt. Powers' life after the war was just as interesting as his life was

during it.However, Shifty had no part in writing this book. This was written "in his own words" after

his death.

We who have reaped the reward's of freedom as secured by men like "Shifty" Powers cannot

express in words the gratitude for their sacrifice of time and the loss of personal rewards of a daily

life with family and friends during the hardships faced during their service to their country and to

their fellow man. His humble attitude and his sense of duty to his country and family are the true

definition s of a hero.
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